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This practice-oriented book, now in its second edition, presents a lucid yet comprehensive coverage of the engineering properties
and uses of the materials commonly used in building construction in India. Profusely illustrated with tables and diagrams, the book
brings into light the basics of building materials and their specifications. Besides giving information regarding the traditional
building materials, the text now acquaints the reader with up-to-date and in-depth information pertaining to modern materials
available in the market. The references to IS codes and standards make this text suitable for further study and field use. The
second edition possesses some substantial changes in Chapters 12, 13, 14 and 20. Now, the book offers a new section on
durability of concrete in Chapter 12; a modified section regarding revision of IS 10262 (1982) code on concrete mix design to IS
10262 (2009) and a new section on classification of exposure conditions in Chapter 13; and a new section relating to large
advances made in concrete construction and repair chemicals in Chapter 14. Besides, the content of Chapter 20 has been
completely updated, with a particular emphasis on the extensive use of aluminium in building construction. Primarily intended for
the students pursuing undergraduate degree (B.E./B.Tech.) and diploma courses in civil engineering and architecture, the book,
on account of lecture-based presentation of the subject, should also prove eminently utilitarian for the young teachers to use it in
their classroom lectures as well as for practising engineers to get a clear understanding of the fundamentals of the subject. NEW
TO THE SECOND EDITION Review questions at the end of each chapter enable the reader to recapitulate the topics
Considerable attention is given on field practice Syllabus of laboratory work on construction materials and a model question paper
(Anna University) are given in appendices to guide the reader.
Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published by Pratiyogita Darpan Group in India and is one of the best Science
monthly magazines available for medical entrance examination students in India. Well-qualified professionals of Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology and Botany make contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing complete and to-the-point
study material for aspiring candidates. The magazine covers General Knowledge, Science and Technology news, Interviews of
toppers of examinations, study material of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany with model papers, reasoning test questions,
facts, quiz contest, general awareness and mental ability test in every monthly issue.
In this updated and expanded second edition, Keith Potts and Nii Ankrah examine key issues in construction cost management
across the building and civil engineering sectors, both in the UK and overseas. Best practice from pre-contract to post-contract
phases of the project life-cycle are illustrated using major projects such as Heathrow Terminal 5, Crossrail and the London 2012
Olympics as case studies. More worked examples, legal cases, case studies and current research have been introduced to cover
every aspect of the cost manager’s role. Whole-life costing, value management, and risk management are also addressed, and
self-test questions at the end of each chapter support independent learning. This comprehensive book is essential reading for
students on surveying and construction management programmes, as well as built environment practitioners with cost or project
management responsibilities.
HOW TO GET GOVERNMENT JOBS is a must-read for career information and guidance for job hunting in government sector. The book will
help the job seekers to have a clear road map for Government Service to navigate and reach the destination with milestones at different
intervals and time frame. The government jobs include Indian Civil Services, recognized as steel frame of public administration and other
organized civil services at the Centre and States levels, technical services and uniformed services in Centre and States, jobs at Central and
States’ Public Sector Companies, Banks, Central and States Autonomous Bodies and many other organizations. Key Features • This book
shall help the readers to prepare systematically with right information at right time for right jobs as per eligibility. • The book will facilitate the
job seekers to choose the right job at the earliest opportunity at the minimum possible age to enjoy optimum career advantage. K. P.
SHASHIDHARAN is a visiting professor at NIFM, Ministry of Finance, Government of India, former Director General in CAG of India, Member
of IAAS, a premier Indian Civil Service and an alumnus from the London School of Economics, established author, poet, and freelance
columnist. He has functioned in various capacities in Government of India and Comptroller and Auditor General of India.
2018-19 Annual Rreport of LNJPIT, Loknayak Jai Prakash Institute of Technology, is a government engineering college in Bihar. It is
managed by the Department of Science and Technology, Bihar. It is approved and recognized by the All India Council for Technical
Education and is affiliated to the Aryabhatta Knowledge University of Patna.
The Engineering Assistant Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study.
It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited to:
science and mathematics; engineering calculations; abstract reasoning; reading plans, drawings and specifications; understanding and
interpreting written material; and more.

Food Corporation of India (FCI) is one of the largest Public Sector Undertakings ensuring the food security of the Nation
and deals with the Supply Chain management of the food grain. It was established on 14th January 1965. FCI is a
Central government body, currently provides multiple services to farmers and consumers and has approx 30,000
employees throughout India. The FCI will recruit candidates for the posts of Technical Assistant Grade III over 4103
vacancies. These vacancies are for North Zone & North East Zone, South Zone, East Zone, West Zone & North East
Zone. Paper I of Phase II examination 120 multiple questions of 120 marks with time duration of 90 minutes.
This Book is designed for Civil Engineering aspirants those are appearing in Mains Exam of JPSC (Jharkhand Public
Service Commission) Assistant Engineer. It covers complete syllabus of Section-I (Objective Papers) of JPSC Mains by
dividing it in three parts; Civil Engineering Paper-I, Civil Engineering Paper-II and General Ability according to the Exam
pattern. The Book not only consists major subjects of Civil Engineering, like SOM, TOS, Building Materials, RCC, Steel,
Soil, Environment, FM, Machines, Highways, but also, includes minor subjects, such as Railway and Airport, Docks and
Harbour, etc. Even, in the Book, the General Ability part is also classified in sub-parts of General English, Indian History,
Polity, Economy, Geography, General Science and in most important Current Affairs. The Book also includes questions
of Previous Year JPSC Mains Exam. There are a total of 4100+ questions in the Book published in more than 600
Pages. Due to its exam oriented pattern, we hope, this Book will fulfill all needs of aspirants of JPSC Mains.
2021-22 BPSC & JPSC AE SOLVED PAPERS
UPPCL/UPRVUNL AE CIVIL ENGINEERING SOLVED PAPERS
Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read General Knowledge and Current Affairs Magazine. Pratiyogita Darpan (English
monthly magazine) is known for quality content on General Knowledge and Current Affairs. Topics ranging from national and international
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news/ issues, personality development, interviews of examination toppers, articles/ write-up on topics like career, economy, history, public
administration, geography, polity, social, environment, scientific, legal etc, solved papers of various examinations, Essay and debate contest,
Quiz and knowledge testing features are covered every month in this magazine.
This Edition of General English & Comprehension English book has been made to meet the requirements of candidates appearing in SSCCGL (Tier-I). This volume covers the previous years questions of SSC-CGL of the last three years (2017-2019) including of latest conduct
exam of SSC-CGL 2019 held in March’2020, so that students may understand the latest approach of framing the questions by Commission.
For easy understanding and to provide in-depth explanations, all questions have been classified in twelve topics, so that aspirants can adopt
systemic approach of study. These topics include spotting errors, sentence completion, sentence improvement, rearrangement of sentences,
idioms and phrases, one word substitution, synonyms and antonyms, spellings, direct and indirect speech, active and passive voice, cloze
test, and comprehension. The book has a descending chronology of question’s years so that students may aware about current pattern of
exam and may prepare yourself accordingly.

GK Publications has been the publisher of choice to students preparing for GATE, ESE and various other technical test
prep examinations in the country for over two decades. Now its content is also available for the APPSC AEE exam
preparation in a series of 4 books which includes Guide for Paper 1, Guide for Paper 2 (Civil & Mechanical) and separate
Guides of Civil and Mechanical for Paper 3. Each book of this series richly focuses on the syllabus and can serve as a
complete reference guide for the respective paper. Every chapter contains detailed theory followed by a rich collection of
practice questions with explanations. At the end, the book also provides you mock tests to analyze your preparation and
understand your progress. Features Thoroughly based on the APPSC AEE syllabus Synopsis of concepts and key notes
in each chapter Practice questions at the end of chapter for review Mock tests with detailed explanations
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